Over four Sundays in November enjoy a program of pop up music including the Ku-ring-gai
Philharmonic Orchestra and local Guest Artists painting in the historic Eryldene garden.
Caroline Oesterheld will be Guest Artist at Eryldene on Sunday 8 November:
Caroline Oesterheld has won numerous local awards and last year her painting Middle Harbour
Lookout was selected by the Member for Bradfield, Paul Fletcher for his annual Christmas Card.
Caroline writes:
My art is generally an emotional response to the everyday,
particularly nature and animals. I am inspired by things that
make me laugh and smile and aim to interpret that mood in
my work.
Watercolour is particularly suitable for my practice, due to the
immediacy and transparency of the medium. I paint ‘En Plein
Air’ weekly around Sydney and am inspired by regular walks
in the Australian bush.
Improving my painting skills gives me tremendous satisfaction
and is a fulfilling outlet for self-expression.
Caroline Oesterheld with her painting Pymble House

Dee Jackson will be Guest Artist at Eryldene on Sunday 15 November:
Dee Jackson is an award-winning Watercolour Portrait Artist. Her portraits have been
commissioned in Australia as well as in UK, USA, Sweden, South Africa, NZ, Singapore
& Vietnam.
Dee writes:
Watercolour is my great love - it is the fluid spontaneity that
attracts me. It lends itself to the softness and curves of the
human form allowing me great freedom.
When I create a portrait, I am aware of that almost seamless
link we have with our past or future, our hopes, joys or
sorrows.
Portraiture by its very nature is an intimate experience preoccupied as we often are, perhaps from very
different backgrounds, there is always a human connection.
Dee Jackson with her painting Shakahachi
Bring your own picnic, rugs or chairs.
“Little Gem” coffee and cake available for purchase.
Sundays 8, 15, 22 and 29 November.
10am - 4pm.
17 McIntosh St, Gordon.
COVID SAFE CONDITIONS OBSERVED.
Bookings essential as numbers are limited via Ticketebo
Adults $15 plus booking fee, U18 free.

For enquiries please contact Wendy Sadler-Moyes 0406 985 295

